The platform for digital buildings

BIM Assure:
Deliver complete, reliable
BIM data.
Invicara unlocks BIM with BIM Assure –
collaborative, cloud-based software that helps
owners and project teams work together to
create complete, reliable model data.

BIM Assure is designed for non-modelers to easily access models
and data with just a web browser.

Unlock BIM Data

Get Reliable Data

Share Data

Decouple data management from
modeling – so non-BIM users like
engineers or project managers can
enter and update data.

BIM Assure helps verify and
validate data deliverables at each
milestone. Dashboards show data
quality at a glance.

Easily export building data to Excel
for analysis, to share with other
stakeholders, or to import into
other systems.

Key Capabilities
Cloud-based model
viewing lets modelers
and non-BIM users
alike access models in a
standard web browser.
Slices highlight the
elements and data
that matter to you
to streamline data
management.

Revit integration and
data sync provide a
seamless workflow with
the modeling team.

Data rules and analyses
validate model data
against deliverable
requirements.

Reports export issues
and model data to
configurable Excel
spreadsheets.

International foundation
classes (IFC) support lets
you check data from a
wide range of design and
construction tools.

Issue browser makes
it easy to find and fix
data issues found by BIM
Assure’s rules.

Normalization helps you
create a repeatable
system for consistent data
management across all
your projects.
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The platform for digital buildings

Non-BIM users can
add/edit data and
find/fix issues

Easy as 1, 2, 3.
BIM Assure’s workflow is simple:
1. Publish directly from your BIM
authoring tools to BIM Assure

Modelers publish
to BIM Assure

Modelers sync
back changes

2. Use BIM Assure’s templates or
create your own rules to find and
fix data issues. Anyone on the
team can view and manage data
3. In the authoring tool, sync the fixes
back into the original model.

BIM Authoring Tools

Your Success Assured
Easy-to-use: BIM Assure is designed to be simple to set up and use. From setting up projects, to configuring rules,
to managing BIM content and team members - you’ll be ready to roll in no time.
Jump start with templates: You don’t have to start from scratch every time! BIM Assure allows you to create
a library of analysis templates that you can reuse across projects to address a wide range of BIM data needs.
From common checks for day-to-day model data issues to robust templates targeted at specific workflows, BIM
Assure’s templates will help you realize value quickly.
We’re there when you need us: The BIM Assure application services team is staffed by skilled industry consultants
with dozens of years of experience in AECO workflows. When you need support or training, we’ll be ready.
Our goal? You’ll get better BIM data right out of the gate!

Create a Digital Twin Foundation
Once you know your building data is complete and reliable with BIM Assure, you can use your model as the
foundation for Invicara’s Digital Twin Solutions. Digital Twin Solutions help building owners streamline asset
management, reduce operations costs and optimize building performance.
For more information visit invicara.com/digital-twin.

Ready to Get Started? Contact Invicara today!
Whatever your BIM data needs, Invicara can customise a plan to capture and maintain your building data.
Contact us today! Visit us on the web at invicara.com.
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